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PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND TRANSPERSONAL
PSYCHOLOGY: "ANOMALIES" T O BE
EXPLAINED AWN OR
SPIRIT T O MANIFEST?

ABSTRACT: Although there has been considerable progress in laboratory studies of psi
phenomena (telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and psychokinesis)in the past 50 years,
both in terms of firmly establishing the reality of these phenomena and investigating
variables thal affect their manifestation, the field of experimental parapsychology has been
increasingly co-opted by the dominant materialistic philosophical paradigm, such that
investigators tend to overlook both the philosophical and the spiritual implications of psi
phenomena and do not deal well with the deep and frequently irrational resistance to psi in
mainstream scientific culture. This article reminds investigators that psi phenomena
manifest in the complex dynamics of real life and often have great meaning to experients.
Psi is not merely an "anomaly" or a laboratory curiosity but has fundamental relevance to
questions about the nature of human consciousnessand to issues of our relations to others.
The relations of parapsychology lo essential, fundamental science, as opposed to scientism,
and to transpersonal psychology are discussed, and directions for an enriched study of psi,
as a basis for a pragmatic dualism, as an empirical basis for transpersonal psychology, and
as a more humanly relevant discipline are suggested.

It is a real pleaslire to be here today, and I look forward to giving this
talk with anticipation. I have already stirred up quite a bit of excitement,
judging by comments I have gotten, by having the word .rpi.rit in the title,
and also by asking, in my recent emailed questionnaire to ParapsychoIogical
Association (PA) members, about the importance of'spiiitual values in motivating them to become parapsychologists. 1 am glad to have stirred up this
excitement, because I am not happy with the current state of parapsychology,and I want to stimulate some thinking about that, which 1 think will be
helped by excitement.
To give us some context, I want to provide a brief update on where
populai- culture in the United States is. Table 1 shows some >lay 2001 Gallup poll res~ilts.From it, you can see that a majority of the United States
population believes in psychic healing or mind-body healing. up 8%
fronl 11 years ago, and well over a third of the population believes in such
This ar~iclcis bascd on an inbited lecu~regiven a! thc August 2001 annuill mrcting
of ~ h P
c ardpsychological .&sociation in NcrvYork City in co~!junctionwit11 an (.)tltsrat~ding
(;al.ccr Awlrd pl.ese~ltatiotl.
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phenomena as ESP, haunted houses, the return of' spirits of the dead, telepathy, clainroyance, and precogr~ition.
that can bc drawn from these data
Obviously, the logical co~~clusior~
is that, given the eriornlous cultural interest in the topics we study ill parapsychology, thc study of these phenomena must be a major field of study,
widely and getierously supported. Yes?
Hah!
What's Ft~ong?

It is quite appropriate that this meeting of the PA is organized i l l conjunction with the 50th anniversary of'the fourding of the Parapsycttolog).
as I have been professionally active in the field of palapsp
Four~datior~,
cho1og.y fbr Inore than 45 years and became interested in itjust about 50
still
years ago. My first grant to d o parapsychological research, \t.h~leI \%,as
a college sophomore, came from Eileen J. Garrett and the Parapsychology Four~dationin 19.56. It was to study hypnotically induced out-of-body
experiences (OBEs).
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Significant changcs tXtwccl~1990 and 2001 arc shown in ili~tics.

In tertns of the substance o f our Geld, I have seen a nutnbrr of'cxciting discoveries in these 50 years. Among them arc- the remote ~ i r ~ l n g
procedure, which seems to give some of the best psi yields in the ficld, as
well as the ganzfeld procedure. Both ot'these approaches also show that
we have learned a lot about handling free-response data in an objective
fashion, insofar as evaluating whether psi is present (although we still
cannot handle the free-response data in a wellquantified fjshion, such
that we can d o good functional research). Further, I have been impressed
by the geomagnetic and sidereal-time correlates of ESP findings, by various studies using physiological responses to detect psi, and by psychic
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healing research, as well as rriany other findings. In spite of'the progress
in learning more about psi, however, o u r field is n o t accepted.
O n e of' o u r major goals in these 30 years has been acceptance by the
scientific establishment. We want bright people who have research
money a n d access to the scientific journals a n d expertise to see the importance of o u r field, agree that we have i ~ n p o r t a n tphenomena, a n d
help us in o u r research. I understand a n d agree with this attempt to gain
acceptance by the scientific establishment! It has inspired excellent quality work, as well as having many other things to say for it, a n d yet. . . as part
of this attempt to gain acceptance by mainstream science, we often present
psi as at1 anomaly, hoping that using this tcrm, which is used in other
fields of science, will increase o u r chance of acceptance. S o n ~ e t i m e sI
have used the tcrm when it is strategically useful, but gene~.allyI have
never liked anomaly: It t~ivializespsi phenomena.
1 looked at my college dictionary to recheck the definition a n d found
that anotnaly n ~ e a n t"deviation From the common 1.11le; irregularity;
something that deviates in excess of normal variation." T h e synonym
given for nnnmn/y was paradox. With the connotations of'this kind of definition, I think you can see that it has a tender~cyto tri\:ialize psi phenomena a n d to ur~dercuttheir possible.revolutiona~?implications for scientific thinking. Give11the resistance to psi that I will discuss later; having a
word that implicitly trivializcs psi helps to dismiss it.
So o u r work has n o t led to scientific acceptance of o u r tield. with the
possible exception of military intelligence applications, in whicl~a lot of
research rnc-)rleywas spent. But I think most people would consider that a
mixed blessing, as well as something highly variable: T h e r e was a lot of
military ancl intelligence agency research monry for solne years, but it
has all pretty much disappeared.
I think the main reason for the lack o r acceptance is t h a ~tl1e1.e is a
d e e p a n d powcrful resistance to psi phenomena, a resistance w e have not
dealt with adequately. In looking for acceptance by mainstream science,
we have been very rational, a n d o u r approact1 t c ~ ~ to
d sassiinlc. that. tlic
lack of acceptance is a rational matter. After all, that is the way the science
game is .rupj,osedto be played! If only we had better rcplicability, o r a comprehensive theory of psi, o r theories o r psi that i n t e g ~ a t e dpsi with mainstream kriowledge, surely we would be accepted? But it has not worked. I
will talk more about this resistance below.

What I want to focus o n today could be seen as another supplementary path for parapsycholog, a path that involves its transpersonal psychological ;aspects. This is a path that has always been there as "psychical
research," but it is a path that is rather neglected, if not implicitly
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repressed, in too niuch of parapsychology today. This alternative path is
more in lint ~ l t hthe ~ l d e s p r e a dcultural interest, as expressed in the
Gallup poll results, anti is more in line with "spiritual" reality.
Now I know that spirilualis a controversial word for parapsychulogsts
and for most scientists in general. Indeed, it is like waving the prove16ial
red flag in front of a bull for sornc pcople! But this transpeisonal path recognizes the deep resistance to psi phenomena as well as the vital psschological and spiritual importance of psi, and so it has important advantages.
I do not expect to change the research strategies and enlphasis of'
particular individuals, of course, but I d o hopc, in discussing this alternative path, tu hearten people for whom it is appealing but wllo fvcl rejected by the "parapsychological establishment." Note carefully, however,
that I a111not advocating that we give lip doing the best-q~ialityscientific
work possible!
In many writings, I have defined ~sscntinlscie~zcr
and tried to discriniinate it from Matei-ialisticScientism. Very briefly, in essential science, data
is alrunjs ,!ri7nn7y. If nerv data does not fit into established theories, that is
too bad for the established theories, not for the data. But mainstream science is dominated by an overarching paradigm, a philosophy of Materialistic Scientisin, which says only what is material is real and worthwhile.
Frorn the iiewpoint of Materialistic Scientism, psi is a priori i~npossible
and/or, at best, nothing but a trivial anomaly, an error someplace that
will eventually be explained away
So when we do science, 1 want 11s to continue to do the best science
possible, but I rvant us to give up thc cringing, apologetic anomaly a p
proach. I d o riot want us to implicitly buy into the putdown inherent in the
word a n m l j from the viewpoint of Materialistic Scientism. As Nancy
Address to
Zingrone (2002) so nicely pointed out in her 2001 Preside~~~ial
the Parapsychological Association Co~lvention,we have been letting tile enemy set our agenda and taking an attitude associated by the scientific estab
lishrnent with locm. We cannot have a healthy field Xwc continue to do that.
Let me make n1y position clear. As a parapsychologist, I d o not study
anomalies. 1 study the fundamental nature of the human ~riind!
Parapsychology is a very difficult field to work with. Both psi phenonicna themselves and the circumstances under which they nlanifest are
v e y complicated. But because of that diff~culty,I am proud to work in our
field! There is more challenge than in many of the easy sciences. Again, I
cannot stress enough, that as a parapsychologist I do not study t~ioinln,comalies, I study ~ hfundnwntnl
s
nalure of mind!

My concerns are not mine alonc. I d 1 publish the results more fdly
in some other place, but let me briefly tell you about the outcome of my
e-mail survey of the PA members.
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I e-mailed all full and associate members of the PA and had a 48% return rate, which is very good for any kind of mail questionnaire study. My
first question was, "Did you enter the field of parapsychology because of,
to some significant degree, what we might call 'spiritual' interests or motivations, that is, irnportant concerns with questioris of n~eaning,spirit,
c:onnec~ior~,
and the like?"
The responses to this question were my first indication of how controversial the word spiritual and its variations are to parapsychologists. I
got lots of static: What did I really mean by the word spiritunl? Why did I
not define it precisely? I deliberately used no specific definition, i r ~order
to cast my net widely and provoke strong resporlsrs, ant1 it seerns to have
becn successfi~l!
Let me tell you a story about how controversial the word spititualand
its kariations are. Back in 1975.1 had an anthology I had edited in press,
under the ~ i t l eSpiritual Psychologies. This was a collection of chapters by
people who were authorities on various spiritual traditions, like Sufism or
Yoga, for example. I had asked them to writc about these various spiritual
teachings as psychologies, however, rather than as religions or spiritual systems. This tur~ledout to be one of my most important books, and I
learned a lot from editing it, as well as stimulating others.
When .Ypintual Psjchologi~swas ready to be sent to the printcl; I received a phone call from the editor with good news and bad news. Thc
good news was that one of the major psychology book clubs wanted to
take it for their monthly selection! The bad news was that they wanted to
know if 1 could change the title, because psychologists simply could not
tleal w i ~ hhe word spiritual! So I changed the title to Transp~rsonnlPsycholo@,~(Tarl, 1975),because the word transpersonalwas still so new then that
most psychologists had no idea what it meant, but itsollnded positive and
academic. I stopped waving the red flag of the word spiritual in front of
the bull of established prejudices, and the book was well recei\,ed.
Going back to the questionnaire results: Thirty-six percent of PA
nlcmbers replied yes to this first question. Spiritual interests, ignoring exactly how you would define spiritualfor the moment, were a cornmon reason for becoming a parapsychologist.
bfy second question was, "If yes, does your current (now and last few
years') work in parapsychology come primarily from that spiritual motivation?" Thirty-four percent answered yes to this.
My third question was, "Do you sometimes feel significant conflicts
between your spiritual motivation/interes~.and what we might call the
mainstream of laboratory, experimental research in parapsychology today?" Twenty-six percent replied yes to this. So, as you can see, I am not
alone irl terms of my interest in a more spiritual approach to parapsychology, o r in being worried that there is a conflict with the way the Lield has
e\~olved,such that this interest is frowned upon.
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Now let us look at what I think is the powerr111 and spiritlral conflict
that underlies our lack of acceptance by mainstrearn science.
Rather than attempt a comprehensive definition of spin'tuul which 1
am sure cannot be adequately defined in ordinary words o r ordinary consensus consciousness anyway (Tart, 1972, 1998), let me give an exarnplc
of what 1 consider archetypal spiritual experience: the Cosn~icConsciousness expcrie~iceor Richard Maurice Bucke, a Canadian physicialr who
had this spontaneous experience in 1867.
It wz5 in the eat.ly spring at the beginning of his thirty-sixth yean
He and two friends had spent the evening reading Wordsworth,
Shelley, Keats, Browning, and especially Whitman. They parted at
midnight, and he had a long drive in a hansom. . . . His mind
deeply under the inlluences of the ideas, images ancl e n i o t i o ~ ~ s
called up by the reading and talk of the evening, was calm and
peaceful. He was in a state of' quiet, almost passive enjoyment. All
at once, without warning of any kind, he found himself wrappetl
around as it were by a flame colored cloud. For an instant hc
thought or lire, sorne sudden conflagration in the great city, thc
next he knew that thc light was uithin himself. Directly afterwards
came upon hini a senseof'exultation, of immense jofousness, accompanied or imniediately followed by an intellecnial illumination quite irnpossible to describe. Into his brain streamed one lnonlentary lightning-flash of the Brahmic Splendor which has c:velsince lightened his life; upon his heart fell one drop of Brahmic
Bliss, leavir~gthencefol-rvard for always an after taste of' heaven.
.4morig other things he did not come to believe, he saw and knew
that the Cosmos is not dead matter but a living Presence, that the
sol11of man is immor-tal,that thc universe is so built ancl ordered
that without any peradventure all things work togethcr for the
good of'cach and all, that the foundation principle of the world is
what we call love and that the happiness of every one is in the lolig
run absolutely certain. He claims that he learned more withi11the
few seconds during which the illurninadon lasted than in previous
months or even years of study, and that he learned much that n o
study could ever have taught. (Bucke, 1961, p. 7-8)
That is an example of the kind of experience 1 mean by spiritual.
Althougli Buckr's experience dates back more than 12.5 years ago,
such experiences still happen. Those olyou who are interested will be fascirlated l)y the expcrierice oCAJlan Smith, a leading young physician and
anesthesiology researcher, who had a spontaneous <:osniic Consciousness experience almost identical to Bucke's in 1976, and who gave 11p ari
academic tenure career and research track to have inore time to 1111derstand the import of his experience (Smith & Tart, 1998). Smith was an
atheist, had nrver heard of Bucke, and was not ir~tcrestedin such
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subjects, yct the parallels between their experiences, more than 100 years
apart, are amazing.
Now I admit having a personal bias in favor of such a spiritual experience: I would like to have a Cosmic Consciousness experience. I rvould
like to have such deep assurance of the goodness of the universe,, but, as a
scier~tist,I want to get the best possible version of the truth, so emotional
appeal per se is of limited value here.
What's the hiaterialistic Scientism view of Bucke's experience? Remember now, essential science is nlrunys open to data, but Materialistic
Scientism is a vast, overarching paradigni (in Thomas Kr~hn'ssense of
the word p n m d i p ; see Kuhn, 1962) that declares that o n l ~
what is material is real. This philosophy/paradigm has immense d o n ~ i n a ~ i cine all
areas of modern life, especially science today. ~ a t e i i a l i s t i cScientism is
the view held by the pseudo-skeptics who are constantly attacking parapsychology, debunking our research and, indeed, trying to keep us fi.0~1
doing it.
Materialistic Scientism is quite clear about Bucke's Cosmic Consciorlsness experience, of course: It is some kind of' brain malfilnction. It could
not possibly be true in the sense of reflecting the actual nature of the universe. Fancier terms are used from time to time to debunk spiritual expe~itrices, and the current, new term coming into ilse is nnrrothtology+n
explaining (away) of spiritual experience by brain (ma1)functioning.
For the viewpoint of Materialistic Scientism, Bucke's experience tias
the same truth value as if my personal computer suddenly started printing out, "I have experienced union vlth the Big Computer in the sky
and now know the depths of Binary Electroecstasy!" YOLIw o ~ ~call
l d thc
repairman iryour computer did that, and the followers of Materialistic
Scientism think that Bucke needs the repairman too.
The world view of Materialistic Scientism ~ ; L eS xpressed clearly and
succinctly by Bertrand Russell in 1925:
That man is the product of causes which hacl n o prevision of the
end they were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his hopes
and fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcome of' accidental collocations of atoms; that no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought o r feeling, can preserve an iiidividual life heyond
the grave; that all the labours of the ages, all the devotion, all the
inspiration, all the noonday brightness of human genius, are destined to extinction i l l the vast death of the solar system; and the
whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably be bilried
beneath the debris of a universe in ruins--all
these things, if'not
quitr beyorid dispute, are yet so nearly certain, that n o philosophy that rejects them can hope to stand. Only within the scaffolding of these truths, only on the firm foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul's habitation henceforth be safely built.
(Russell, 1923, pp. 6-7)
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This is very blunt, hut it reflects Materialistic Scientism quite well. I s u g
gest the reader take a moment to reflect on how this credo makes you feel,
quite aside from intellectwal reflections on what truth value it does or does
not have.
O n e might respond that physics was vely different in the early part
of the 20th century, much more primitive, and that we now have quantum physics. While it is truc that quantum physics makes thr. tuniverse
much more puzzling and interesting than simple Newtonian physics,
most of quantum pllysics is still reductionistic and basically materialistic
in its view.
Although a number of parapsychologists think that quantum physics may have a lot to d o with psi, and I am very pleased that such bright
people are thinking that way, 1 must still note that I have a rather
old-fashioned view that when one's science is well developed, you can
predict and c.o?ztrolthe phenomena you study. Yet parapsychologists who
work from a quantum physics point of view have not produced higher
levels of psi o r reliability of cffects o r prc:diction than parapsychologis~s
who have no l~nderstandingof quantum physics, so although quantunl
physics might offer promise, there is little indication 06 any real rrsults
yet.
The main point I have been making here is that, on the one hand,
there is, for most human beings, an immense, potential spirifunl and
franspersonalsignificanceto psi phenomena that appeals deeply to the human spirit. O n the other hand, although Materialistic Scientism, the
dominant paradigm in science, has led to a lot of' progress in the material
realm, it has a view that crushes the human spirit. And, from a scict~tific
perspective, it has a view that does not adequately recognize and account
for the actual data about psi.
Again, I must emphasize that I am not advocating that we do not d o
the best kind of essential science possible when we do science, but we
have to recognize that good science alone will almost certainly not be
sufficient to gain acceptance of our field and data from mainstream science, o r for real progress in our field, when there are such emotionally
charged, largely hidden conflicts benveeii a spiritual versus a n~aterialistic approach to life inherent in the territory of psi research. Carrying on
as if these conflicts were not there or will be conveniently swept aside by
data and rational chinking alor~eis not going to work.
PARAI~SYCHOI.OGY
A N D TRANSPERSONAL
PSY~;FIOI.OGY
I have struggled with this conflict in our field for the 50 years that I
have been interested, and my personal resolution at this point is to find
that I am proud to be both a spiritual seeker and a scientist, and to practice
each approach as well as I can-although I am sure I d o the scientist part
much better ihan the spiritual seeker part. That is, I am deeply interested
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in the kind of matters we call spiritual, investing considerable anlounts of
my personal time in it. I am also deeply devoted to my scientific work on
and interest in the subject matter, ancl I try to find ways to irltcgrate the
two when possible.
So I define myself publicly as both a spiritual seeker and a scientist.
But isn't such a personal strategy risky for many parapsychologists? We
are already defined as marginal if not pseudo-scientists, and our data are
dismissed as trivial anomalies: Woiildn't admitting to spiriti~alinterests
just increase the prejudice against us? Perhaps ii is personally easier for
me to be honest about my interests because I helcl a tenured position and
am now semiretired?
Onc oF the ways I make it easier for myself to hold both positions,
which may be a useful strategy for some of the rest of us, is to makc my primary definition of myself as a p~.ofessiorialbe a trccnsjlmsntaal p.ylrho.oloLqs~
rather than a pa.rupsychologist. Within transpersonal psychology, parapsyc h o l o g is a narrower, technical interest of'mine. Thus, while true to myscientific responsibilities, I can be tnle to my own and others' deep personal
interests ill spiritual matters, and I can take a variety of positions-philosophical, psychological, humanistic, Buddhist, S ~ f iand
,
so on-with respect to a variet)l ofa5pccts and studies on psi and transpersonal pheno~ncna, instead of'being 1i111itedto at1 ultrascientific, laboraton-resc;trch+nly
position.
Since I have gotten static for not "defining" the spiritual, I had better
at least define the transpersonal. Mrhat is transpersonal psychology? Here
is a definition of the field, which I helped to colilpose, from the cilialog of
the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology:
Transpersonal psychology is . . . based on people's expeiienccs of
temporarily rranscending our usual identification with our lir~~ited
biological, historical, cultural and personal self and, at the deepest
and most profound levels of experience possible, recognizing/beand conipassion that encoming "sornethir~g"of' vast i~~tellige~lce
pa$ses/is the entire univcne. From this perspective our 01-di~~aq,
"~lormal"biological, historical, cultural and personal self is sccn as
an important, but quite partial (and often pathologically distol.ted)
manifestation or expression of this much greater "something" that
is our deeper origin and destirration."
Notice that the emphasis in this definition is on rxprrkw~s.People's experiences are taken a5 primary data for the field, rather than dismissed as
merely "sitbjective," as the behavioristic emphasis in psychology did, o r as
Materialistic Scientism docs. Bui, you ~nighiobject, are not such experiences
rnere delusions! Marx talked about religion as thc opiate of the masres. Because we are dealing mainly with the M%ite middleclass as the people currently most interested in transpersonal psychology, are we talking about
merely the "hallucinogens of the elite," to coin a phrase? That is certainly the
way hlaterialistic Scientism would tend to dismiss transpersonal psychology.
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By way ot'answeri~ig,let me introduce an analogy that I have used for
many years: Parapsychology is to transpersonal psychology as physics is to
engineering.
Parapsychology
--

.

-

Trans eisonal
l,sycflology

-

physics
-

engineering

-

basic natllre ot 1.eii1iq
appl~cations

That is, parapsychology, like physics, studies the basic natui-e of'reality, whereas transpersonal psychology and engineering are concerned
with practical applicatio~isof that realit);.'
7 i ~ a n s p e r ~ ' o n a l p ~ ~ cnrrrlsparapgcholo~
I~oLo~
to discover the t'undamental nature of the mind, which both opens up and sets limit? on the possibilities of what can be done with practical applications. Parapsycholo@
also helps discover aspects of mind that might not be at all obvious with
only an interest in practical applications or spontaneous psychic and
transpersonal experiences. For example, laborat017 psi research disco\,ered the phenolnena of psi missing, which I doubt would ever have been
discovered if we simply studied the spontaneous experiences that happen
to people in everyday life. Might there be phenomena comparable with
psi missing in transpersonal psychology?
In general, parapsychologyshows that the mind can do certain kinds of
things that cannot be satisfactorily explained by a Materialistic Scientistic
view and that resemble the phenomena we call sfi.?ituaL That is,
parapsychologicalfindings stronglylend a wality to the transpe~sonaland legitirnatize (at least some of) the applications of transpersonal psychology,
something we hill look at in more detail below.
P u r a p g c h o l ~w
) ~dr f r u ~ e n o n a l p . ~ c hto
u bkeep
~ it horn foundering in
technical sterility. Psi phenomena happen to real people in real life: They
are not a laboratory curiosity! They have often happened fbr meaningful
ps~chologicaland spiritual reasons. Our data in paapsychology speak to
people's deepest hopes and fears: They are notjust a scientific "anomaly."

Let me give you some specifics on the relevance of parapsychology to
the conflicting world views of the spiritual and Materialistic Scientisril orientations. This will be rather brief in general because of time limitations,
but it indicates directions in which development can take place.

..
-.The a n a l o ~is in~prrfrcto f collrse, as transpersonal psycholog) has an cxtrnsive
rheo~,e~ical
side of I & own, bur it v.iI1 do fol.our purposes here.

---

'
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Nature oj'Rea1it.y
First, let us look at the nature of reality. In tile spiritlial/transpersonal view, reality is inherently alive. To quote from Bucke (1961),
"that the coslnos is not dead matter but living Presence" (p. 8).The Marerialistic Scientism view, however, sees matter as basically tiead. The ilniverse consists or dead matter, moved about by mindless energies, and the
mind equals nor.hing but the brain. Quite a contrast.
In my estimation, the most important finding of parapsycholog); is
the vast arnourlt of data we have showing that the mindis capal~leofsensing and doing things in the material world when all known scnsov and
rnotor mechanisms are blocked. These observable aspects of psi require
us to espouse a prapalic. dualism and not simply assunle, as Materialistic
Scientism does, that the mind equals nothing but rhe brain. The mind is a
i own
pragmatically real "thing," an entity o r process that 7ue must study o ~its
terms. 'It'c: sirnply cannot wait for tile brain scie~~tist
to explain the rnir~d
(away). Psi shows us that o n e mind can reach out to another, as i r l telepathy; that i n i ~ i dcan reach out to this material world of supposedly "clead"
matter, as clairvoyance and psychokinesis; and thiit mind car) occirsionally
reach out to even the simplest life forms, as in healing studies with bacteria, as well as more complex life forms.

T h r second specific: Let us look at the matter of connection or morality
o r retatzonship. O n the one hand, the spiritual/transpersonal view is that
some kind of intimate connectioii, and a corresponding morality, is Sundamcntal. To quote from Bucke (1961) again, "that the foundation principal ot' the world is what we call love" (p. 8). Materialistic Scientism, on
the other hand, has a view of fundamental isolation of each of our indi12fj consciousness is generated by the physical workvidual co~~sciousness.
ings of niy brain; yourconscioi~snessis generated by the physical workings
your
of your brain. M y brain is inside a l ~ o xof bone, my skull; Y O U ~ Tis i~~sicle
skull. M:c can have indirect communication with each other by means of
physical energies n~odulatedby our motor behavior and detected by our
senses, but it is only indirect. We only infer things about each other's
mental processes from these sensory cues, but we have r ~ o
direct knowledge of each other's minds. Each of us is ultimately isolated. It rather easily follows from this that selfishness, "looking out for Number One" as the
1980s phrase goes, is a sensible philosophy.
Psi phenomena demonstrate that this apparent isolation is not that
real, for we can have at least intermittent connections beyond any known
physical connections, connections that seem much more direct. Telepathic experiences, for example. Thus, John Donne's farnous and a p
pealing saying, " N o man is an island," is seen as an unrealistic abstraction
or statement about indirect social relationships from the viewpoint of
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Materialistic Scientisnl, but psi is the data that suggest that this spiritual
view of vital con~lectionmay have a deep reality: In some f~lndarrlental
sense, we really are all connected.
Thus, the Cosmic Consciousness experience or any kind of mystical
experience that involves feeling at one with the universe or othrr life
(now often called a Unity Experience) might sometimes be a matter of a
malfunctioning of the brain circuits that define our ordinary self-other
boundaries, but Cosmic C:onsciousness or the Unity E:xpeiience may also
be a fundamental insight into or connection with reality: We really are intimately part of all life, all the universe. That raises an interesting possibility for research. Transpersonal psychology tiies to develop techniques
that can induce various nlystical experietices: If a Cnity Experiencr were
iriduced, and clairvoyance tesfi given, niight there I,e ari irnnlediate Irianifestatiotl of truly greater connectiorls with higher clairvoyance scores?
Note there are practical moral I-elationship implications of psi data
also. If we are indeed united, one, then if I am hurting you, there is solxle
profound sense of which I am hurting myself-which is a stupid thing to
do. Instead of morality toward one another merely being a matLer of'
shoulds, it becomes a matter of intelligent self-interest. Yourpai~l!jorrrsuffering, is no longer merely an isolated neurochemical reaction taking
place it another brain and body that isn't me, it is my ppaiii, my suffering,
sonlething of' fiindamental concern to ln'e!
Perhaps our resistance to dealing with this level of I-clationsliip is one
of the fundamental reasons that psi appears rarely in ordinal-)' lifr? O r
that pseudo-skeptics show such illogical but highly passionate hostility to
parapsycholog).?
This implication of psi strongly challenges the domillance of'scientific materialism, and so our field will probably continue to meet with a
lot of irrational resistance. Furthermore, as Robert McConnell (2001)
pointed out, scientistic materialism supports the widespread exploitation
of people by others fol- their own profit. After all, what do the mere. isolated biocherrlical reactions (of suffering) in othmr' brains matter to meif
my own biocliemical reactions are more pleasant becalrse of all the profit
I make?

.A third specific: Is there meaning in the universe? Certainly, thcre is
in the spiritual/transpersonal view. As Bucke (1961) put it, "all things
work together for the good of each and all" (p. 8). But therc is n o inherent meaning in the scientistic/materialistic view. To quote Russell
(1923), "that man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the
end they were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his hopes and Sears,
his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcomes of accidental collocations
of atoms" (11. 6 ) .
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Is it not interesting then that a lot of psi data can be interpreted to
show that meaning produces results, but mechanism does not? \\%en an
agent is askecl to psychokinetically affect the outpi~tof an electronic random number generator, for example, to make more of one color light
come on Itlore than another, in almost all cases the agent has no understanding whatsoever of the mechanics of the electronic circuit? controlling the outcome-but nevertlleless produces a shift toward the muningful outcome of complying ~ l t the
h experimentel3 request. Even with the
old dice studies, where you might imagine a mechanical explanation of
the agent psychokinetically exerting a push on a falling die at just the
right n~ornentto make it come up with the desired face, if you really think
about this, the linear and angular momentum and trajectory information
needed to be obtained by the senses and/or clairvoyance, the precise timing of the PK push, the precise angle and exact force to push with, make
the PKdice results clearly beyond what a human brain can process in the
allotted time. Again, the meaningfidness of corllplying with the experimenter's request produces results. So we have data that suggest that
meaning may be a fundamental factor in the universe, rather than a desperate, purely subjective phenomena produced by electrochemical p r e
cesses and brains.

A fourth specific: the nature of love. In the spiritual/transpersunal
view, love is a fundamental factor of the universe: "that the f o ~ ~ n d a t i o n
principal of the world is what we call love." For the scientistic/materialistic view, love is a psychological phenomenon based on biocheniical actions, a kind of sublimated biological lust, or perhaps the mere chemical
reactions leading to behavioral reactions that maximize the effects of
"selfish genes" t~yingto propagate themselves.
I have also been impressed by William Braud's analysis, in his chapter
in my book Bod? Mind Spirit (Tart, I997), that three general factors that
facilitate psi performance are raith, hope, and lave: factors that are central virtues in all religions.
I must add, parenthetically, that my Bocb Mind Spirit: I<xpluring t h
para psycho lo^ oJ.Splritz~a.lilyallthology (Tart, 1997) may well be my most
importrlnt work in pardp~ycholoby,but while it has received good reviews,
it is not at all clear that it is having any effect on the field. For those of you
who do not know it, the book is an anthology in which I asked a number
of our colleagues to come out from behind the laboratory bench and talk
about the spiritual implirationsof psi data, rather than hiding behind sterile statements about "anomalies."

A fifth specific: the nature of death. The spirit~~al/tl.anspersonal
view
sees death as some kind of transition, not as a final end: "that the soul of
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Inan is im~nortal."The scientistic/materialistic view, in contrast, sees
death as the ultimate end. Russell put it succinctly (and depressingly),
"that no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought or feeling, can preserve
a life beyond the grave." \drlth corlsciousness being notl~ingbut a
l~e~lrochemical
reaction within the brain and nervous system, ob\,iously
when that system breaks down, there is 110 further conscious~~css.
Parapsychology, on the other hand, ha? a largt: body of evidence
strorlgly suggestive of some kind of posunortenl survival and/or possible reincarnation. Rut, to put it more acctrrately, I sl~ouldsay that psyt~icall~seurclt
ha? the evitience, for h e survi\d question is being almost totally ignored in
contemporary pa~npsychology.This is an example of the kind of phrnomena in Question 3 of my e-mail questionnaire, where there ha? become
something of a mainstream consensus in contemporary parapsycholopjy that
excludes spiritual interests, interests in the survival question, and the like. A?,
one empirical obsel~%tion,
probably the most active sunrival researcher in
the United States at the present time is Professor Gaty Schwartz at the University of Arizona, but he is not a member of'the PA. How odd, or how sad?

How might parapsychology be done differently?
Again I want to stress chat I am not advocating that wc lower our essential scientific standards in any way! \ h e n we d o science, we should do it impeccably and be proud that we do it to such high standards. But, and this is
the difference I want to advocate: U'e do not have to limit our int+r>tation
of psi data, our theorizing, to Materialistic Scientism. Remember, limiting
our interpretations this way has not worked for gaining acceptance with
mainstream science, and interpreting our data in this broader, transpersonal framework fits our data i11 a much more interesting fashion.
So how could parapsychology, as a field, become more spiritually/transpe~-sonallyrelevant? I will makejust a few brief suggestions, few
partly because ~ n ytime is running out., partly because I am semiretired
and not likely to d o much more active investigation myself, so rny younneed to work out Lhe practical details of' these suggestions.
ger colleag~~es
One area that we could give much more emphasis to in parapsychology
is the effect of prayer and psychic healing on illness. We now have enough
data to establish that something real is happening here, but the data c:ould
be considerably ref ned. For example, what kinds of prayer o r healing techniques have the strongest effects?How do various kirids of pmyers or healing
techniques inte~actwith, say, the belief system of'the practitioner or the recipient, or the practitioner's or recipient's personaliq?
We might expect considerable resistance to expanded research here,
though. Resistance from Materialistic Scientis~n,of cor~rse,bccause of i ~ ~ \ ~ s t ments (intellectual, emotional, and economic) in purely materialistic ~riedicine as well as to resistance to the spiritual implications of parapsycl~ology
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generally. Resistance from, I am sad to say, some of our own parapsychole
gist colleagiles who fear that this kind of research would offend mainstream
scientis~neven rr1ol.e and make acceptance of paray~sycholog),
eve11 Ilarder.
And resistance from dogmatic religions of all sorts. Suppose we found that
the prayers of some religioi~sfollowers were not particularly effective? O r
that, say, thc prayers of Presbyterians were more effective iin promoting
healing than the prayers of' Baptists? Would that not lead to iutel-esting
reactions?
In the way we generally think of psychic healing, we call fit the phenornenon pretty much into a conventional modcl that an individual person is performing an action that, through some kind of' psi intervention,
produces the healing effect. But for fi~llystudying the effects of prayer,
there is the fact that the prayel- is not addressed to the prayer's own ego
(or subconscious) but to God or \arioi~sgods or spiritual forces/entities.
Is successful psychic healing just from the e g o O r is the God o r gods
prayed to a real I'acior? How IVOUICL wc tell? - b e wc ready to think a b o u ~
this kind of question yet?
Parapsychology could be of great senice to transpersonal psycholo~g-y
work,
in asking questions about what parts of t r a ~ l s p e ~ ~ opsychology
nal
arttl, perhaps how they work. For example, when I get a new class of graduate stude~lt?
at the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology, after welcoming them to the Institute I mention that 50% of what we are going to
teach then1 in the next few years is really valuable and vital truth, and 50%
of it is nonsense. And, unfortunately, we, the faculty, d o not know which
50% is the vital truth and which 50% is the ~lonsense!
The students d o not like to hcar this! Rut I tell them for two purposes. First, it is LO remind then1 that they have to continue to use their
own discriminating intelligence and not.just blithely accept what the faculty teaches. Second, just as importantly, I am trying to inspire them for
their dissertation research, because they will have an opportunity to help
the field continue disc.riminating what is the vital truth and what is the irrelevance anti nonsense, and so aid progress for the entire lield.
Parapsychologists could contribute a lot here. For example, as briefly
mentioned earlier, if some kind of mystical Unity Experience does involve a real connection to the rest of the universe, we ~vvuldexpect better
psi connections for telepathy, clairvoya~lce,and perhaps psychokinesis or
psychic healing. Could we devise a parapsychology test of any of these
functio~lsthat would make sense for someone having a Unity Experience
to d o during the experience? Could we start discriminating different
kinds of Unity Experiences with this test, some of which itlvolve merely a
feeling of' unity with the universe but others of which involve genui~le
unity?
I am not saying, of course, that the only lalne o f a ~nysticalIynity Expcrience is increased psi abilities. There are numerous, valuable consequences of the experience that have nothing to d o with possible psi
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abili~ies.13u~the increased discrimination of possible types of experience, based on psi functioning, would be quite interesting and of potential practical value.
Another thing our field could do differently would be to get niuch
more involved in neardeath experience (NDE) research. NDEs have important effects on people's religious and spiritual thinking, on the practical i+aysthey lead their lives, alid they have become the basis of an important social movement in contemporary life. Yet NDE research has been
almost totally separate from the field of parapsychology. In some ways this
has been vely freeing: It is pretty hard to squeeze NDEs into a laborator?.
format, and we might have an inhibilirig effect on the field. O n the other
hand, I have see11 many studies in the NDE literature that could be done
in a much more powerful and sophisticated bay with advice from
parapsychologists.
M7e should also think about survival research. The question of postmortem sun:i\.al was a major foundation of a psychical research, but
when psychical researchers ran up against the alternative hypothesis of'
superpsi and unconscious personation, they tended to throw LIP their
hands and give up research because of not being able to ligul-e out liow to
conclutively decide between the superpsi interpretation and a postrnortern survival interpretation. But that happened 30 years ago: Could it really be the case that we have made so little advance in our psychological
and methodological sophistication that we could not reopen the s ~ ~ n i v a l
research question and, even if not getting absolutely final answers, get
much more powerful and sophisticated answers? Not to mention that the
issues of survival research, if we did well, would enormously appeal to the
public, even if riot to mainstream scientism.

1 d o not have all the answers to the problems 14th our field, but I
hope that these remarks will help to inspire others to examine these
problems and create fruitful directions that we can move in. Again, I d o
not expect to change anyone's preferred style of research, but I d o hope
to reinforce and legitimate pursuit of the transpersonal aspects, the
transpersonal/spiritual implications of psi phenomena. I would like to,
as it were, reincarnate the spirit of psychical research in parapsychology,
and I would like to give heart to those who have these intrrests and motivations: You are not alone.
1 titled this talk "Parapsychology and Transpe~sotial Psychology:
'Anomalies' to be Explained Away or Spirit to Manifest?" I think you
know my answer to this question: Spirit is vital to beinga h u ~ n a nbeirig,vital to our culture, and vital to the h t u r e of the field of parapsychology. As
I stated before, I am proud to be both a scientist and a spiritual seeker. And
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I do not study trivial anomalies, I study the basic nature of the human
mind. I an1 a winner, not a loser!
Will you join me in standing up for this view? In researching and p u b
licizing the vital, spiritual, transpersonal importance of what we are
doing?
Thank you.
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